Welcome to Queer Referat

its really cool (we promise!)
What is the Queer-Referat?

- It is an open, student-organized space for all sexual orientations, preferences and gender identities
- Part of the AStA, the students government at university
- We do recurring events every week
- Everybody is welcome
Which events do we do regularly?

- The iconic **boardgame evening** which always happens on **mondays**
- **Queer cinema** for the movie lovers on **thursdays**
- The **videogame evening** – Always on the **last Friday of the month**
- Our **reading circle** – Where we read stimulating literature, always on the first Tuesday of the month
And introducing this summer semester:

- **BIPoC Gathering**: for all individuals who identify with this description and have experienced racism - Every 3rd Wednesday,

- **Political Forum**: for the politically curious and engaged among us - Every 2nd Tuesday

- **Kinky Meetup**: for connecting and exchanging thoughts on kink

- **Photography Meetup / Workshop**: Every 3rd Tuesday of the month
Extracurricular Events this summer

- Welcome Champagne Reception: To properly welcome new students to the university and kick off the new semester with seasoned veterans (April 19th),

- Interactive & Multidimensional Book Presentation "Queerulieren" (April 30th),

- Clothing Swap Party (June 7th),

- Handicrafts Circle (May 9th),

- Campus BBQ Evening (July 5th),

- Queer Bingo (June 21st)

- Tunten Show, at the end of May. Queer performances - colorful and fabulous!
What else can you do in the Queer-Referat?

- Participation in university politics, cooperation with other „Referate“ (like anti-racism and the „Referat“ for students with disabilities) and political groups like the „unicorns“
- Cooperation with the queer groups of other universities
- Progressing the fight for the emancipation of queer people in university
- Come to one of our open plenary sessions and discover how you can get involved with us :)
„Whats your Insta?“